1...FIELD CHECKOUT  KLEIN FAMILY FIELD  062810
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was warned for trespassing and transported to the bus stop.

2...FIELD CHECKOUT  OFF CAMPUS  062810
Officer conducted a checkout on two subjects going through the dumpster. Both subjects were cited and released.

3...ALCOHOL ARREST  BROOKSIDE RD  062910
Officer responded to a report of an intoxicated female. Subject was arrested for public intoxication and transported to the county jail.

4...DISTURBANCE  KNOLES WAY  062910
Officers responded to a report of subjects going through the dumpsters and breaking bottles and making a lot of noise. Officers responded and warned the subjects.

5...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  KNOLES WAY  062910
Officer tried to conduct a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was arrested for evading a peace officer at 2:39 AM. Subject was transported to the county jail.

6...AUTO BURGLARY  LOT 13  062910
Officer reported two vehicles burglarized while owners attended YMCA activities, leaving their purses in the car. SPD requested for fingerprints. Officer initiated a report.

7...FIELD CHECKOUT  DAVE BRUBECK  063010
Officer conducted a checkout on a subject sleeping on the bench. Subject was checked on for his well being.

8...FIELD CHECKOUT  PACIFIC HOUSE  063010
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.
9...WARRANT ARREST PACIFIC AVE 063010
Officer conducted a vehicle stop on Pacific and learned the driver had an outstanding warrant. Driver was arrested at 12:26 PM and transported to the county jail.

10...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT MORMON CHURCH 063010
Officers responded to a report of a male subject on the roof. Officers were unable to locate.

11...FIELD CHECKOUT PACIFIC HOUSE 063010
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

12...BURGLARY MC CAFFREY CENTER 070110
Staff reported the Multi Cultural Center was burglarized. Officers responded and initiated a report.

13...THEFT LOT 9 070110
Officer responded to a report of lost keys and a wallet that were found and credit cards are not being used. Officer initiated a report.

14...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PACIFIC AVE 070110
Officers responded to a report of a possibly unconscious female in a wheelchair. Officer conducted a welfare check and reported the female was alert and conscious and not in need of medical assistance.

15...WARRANT ARREST OFF CAMPUS 070110
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of an outstanding warrant. Driver was arrested and transported to the county jail.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT LOT 8 070110
Staff reported a male subject standing on top of a van videotaping subjects on skateboards. Officer responded and sent subjects on their way.

17...THEFT OFF CAMPUS 070110
Victim reported his registered bicycle was stolen from his off campus address. Victim did not want to file a report.

18...BURGLARY PHI DELTA CHI 070110
SPD reported a caller reporting a burglary. Suspect entered via an unlocked window. Officer responded and initiated a report for the burglary including an auto burglary.
19...FIELD CHECKOUT  KLIEN FAMILY FIELD  070110
Officer conducted a checkout on two subjects. Both subjects were interviewed and warned.

20...FORGERY  FINANCE CENTER  070210
Officer responded to a report of a counterfeit $5 bill. Officer initiated a report.

21...CASUALTY  WOODBRIDGE  070210
Officer and medics responded to a report of a male subject who fell off his bicycle when his chain broke. Subject refused medical transport.

22...FIELD CHECKOUT  STAGG STADIUM  070210
Officers conducted a checkout on a suspicious vehicle at the call location. Both subjects interviewed and warned.